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This research identifies the problems caused by SQL Injection Bypassing Login among Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), Johor Bahru faculty’s websites by applying Logical Operators. Structured Query Language, SQL is some kind of language used to allow users to work on the data stored in a database. SQL Injection is a technique to gain illegal access through the vulnerability of a website. Vulnerability of a website means poorly designed website in performing operation on the database. In order to test the vulnerability of websites, the SQL Injection rule will be created and will be tested on Mutillidae website to see the effectiveness of the rule. If the rule is effective enough, those rule will be combined by using logical operators. The combination rule will be tested on UTM faculty’s websites to observe and determine whether the website is vulnerable to the combination rule of SQL Injection or not. If the website can be accessed using this combination rule, conclusion can be made that the website is vulnerable and needs to improve on their website security. Hence, the way to avoid SQL Injection will be recommended.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

In recent years, internet has become an important part in our daily life as well as facilitating the users in many ways. The rapid growth of the internet offers a variety of web applications which can be accessed using any web browser that runs on any architecture and operating system. Furthermore, internet has become one of the platforms to spread any information as well as exchange any story or news and, sometimes, confidential information.

Users also utilize the internet as a platform in doing online business, encouraging people to shop online, make reservations and also pay bills in which all of these activities are related to money-transfer. A lot of web application users are not aware or do not have any education on their security and privacy on using this kind of service. Lack of education and knowledge on security and privacy of users can expose them to a variety of security threats presented in those websites.
Basically, web browser is the most insecure platform channel in exchanging any information detail because of the rapid growth of web applications which are not secure enough. Users are vulnerable to lots of web security threats which attack sometimes without their knowledge. One of the gravest security threats which is becoming ‘notorious’ at present is the Structured Query Language (SQL) Injection. SQL Injection is a technique to gain illegal access through the vulnerability of the web application. In other words, the malicious user, or nowadays called Hacker, will inject a dynamically constructed SQL query which contains the input data, and hence the malicious query will be treated as a SQL code (William J. V., Halfond G. J., and Orso A., 2006).

By injecting the malicious SQL Injection or code injection, the web application could be affected as it is very threatening for all components of the web application. By inserting SQL Injection to the web application, it will result in illegal access to the database, modification and extraction of the database content as well as dissemination of confidential information. As of recent, SQL Injection Attacks (SQLIAs) are becoming one of the most serious threats to web applications (Partington V. et al, 2005; Ulmer C. et al, 2010; Anchila A. et al, 2010)

1.2 Background of study

Database Management System (DBMS) is a program or a software system of the database which operates in managing data transfer, organizing the data as well as providing ways for users or other programs to modify and extract information in the database (Healey R. G., 2007). As the DBMS was build with its own modeling language, there are five types of modeling languages used in DBMS; one of them being the SQL which can examine and process the data in the database structure.
The modeling language is the structure of the database used in DBMS and the relational database structure is the type of model structure used by the SQL which is the one of the language designed to manage all the data in the database structure. Edgar F. Codd’s study in his paper “A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data Banks” in 1970 described that for his relational model, the Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), the SQL was one of the first commercial language (Codd E. F., 1970).

In order to access and work with the data stored in RDBMS, one way is to develop or create a language to allow users to get into a database. The Structured Query Language (SQL) allows its users to work on the data stored in a database on the computer in a relational database system (Chappel D., and Trimble J. H. Jr., 2002). It is called query when users are trying to access a database and the language users use in order to access to the database is called the query language. When the SQL query are manipulated, and hence inserted into the web application, it will perform an unauthorized database operation. As this illegal operations works, the malicious user would illegally access the database and affect the security of the information contained in it as the website totally depends on database.

More than 50,000 websites, including the US Department of Homeland Security, the United Nations and also the UK government websites had been attacked and hacked in 2008 (Khaleel Ahmad, Shekhar J., Yadav K. P., 2011). Ironically, on March 27 2011, the MySQL website and the Sun/Oracle website had also been hacked by one of the SQLIAs, Blind SQL Injection. As the website stores and manages lots of confidential and important information and data, the web application should be well protected from malicious users who try to gain illegal access on the remote machines through the web application’s vulnerability.
1.3 Rational of the Study

Vulnerability of a website in the computing context means poorly designed website in performing operation on the database, or in other words, the weaknesses of the website. Most websites nowadays are exposed to vulnerability due to the lack of proper validation or conformation when the users enter the data to the web application and also the lack of understanding of this kind of attack when the programmer is building the website. In 2005, the Gartner Group conducted a study on more than 300 websites that are exposed to the vulnerability of SQL Injection and, unexpectedly, 97 percent of the tested websites were vulnerable to SQL Injection attacks (Buehrer G. T., Weide B. W., and Sivilotti P. A. G., 2005).

As websites are vulnerable to security threats such as SQL Injection attacks, they are exposed to modification of the content by the malicious users in the database including insertion, updating and deleting, shutting down the Database Management System (DBMS) and sometimes, modification of the command of the operating system (Anchila A. et al, 2010; Skaruz J. et al, 2010; Ruzhi X. et al, 2010; Yaashuwanth C. et al, 2010; Bisht P. et al, 2010; Sushila M. et al, 2010; Hossain Shahriar et al, 2010).

The rational of this study is to obtain the malicious SQL Injection rule which is called bypass strings that can be used to test vulnerability of websites. The rule will be test on a vulnerable website to see the effectiveness of the rule. Then, those rules will be combined by using Boolean Logic and Boolean Operators. The combination rule will be tested on real world websites to observe and determine whether the website is vulnerable to the combination rules of SQL Injection or not. If the website can be access using this combination rules, conclusion can be made that the website is vulnerable and needs to improve on their website security. Hence, the way to avoid SQL Injection and the
problems of the vulnerability of a website caused by SQL Injection will be recommended.

1.4 Statement of Problem

Mass media has reported a lot of issues on websites being hacked by the irresponsible users. These hacking activities can affect the website if the website is not well protected and has vulnerability. The rapid growth of the Structured Query Language Injection Attacks (SQLIAs) nowadays concerns all web application users. There have been a lot of complaints and reports due to these problems because by inserting the SQL code or the malicious query of SQL, the attackers can have legitimate access to the database, worrying other users about their security and privacy which lie under the web application.

As reported on February 2009, the percentage of websites that have been hacked by special crafted SQL query, the SQL Injection attacks, is more than 30% (Breach Security Inc. Annual Report, Feb. 2009). Therefore, it is hope that the issues raised from this research can provide beneficial inside especially to the website developer so that they will concern to apply more security checks in their websites.

This project tries to answer some questions; the first is on how to know that websites are vulnerable to SQL Injection Bypassing Login or not? Secondly, is there any UTM faculty websites which are vulnerable to SQL Injection Bypassing Login? Last but not least, how are the vulnerable websites can be protected from SQL Injection attack?
1.5 **Objective of the Study**

The objectives of the research are to:

a) Explore and learn Boolean Logic and Boolean Operator in application on SQL Injection.

b) Create and combine SQL Injection rules or bypass strings that can be used to test websites by using SQL Injection Bypassing Login.

c) Determine the vulnerable websites caused by SQL Injection Bypassing Login among Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) faculty websites.

d) Recommend solutions to the problems of vulnerability of websites cause by SQL Injection.

1.6 **Significance of the Study**

The significance of this study is to upgrade level of protection among vulnerable website cause by SQL Injection among Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) faculty websites. The vulnerability of a website happens due to less protection of the website. Usually, most of the website developer are too lazy in considering and applies proper security checks in their website. This thought could expose their website to the malicious users. The website could be attacked by SQL injection. By creating the combination of SQL Injection rule and test it on the website, we can observe and determine whether the website is vulnerable to SQL Injection or not. If the website can be access by using those combination rules, the websites are vulnerable to the SQL Injection. Hence, this will facilitate us to determine solutions to the problems so that the website can upgrade their protection and security.
1.7 Scope of the Study

In this research, we are mainly concerned with the Boolean Logic and Boolean Operator in the application of SQL Injection. The SQL Injection rule or in other name bypass string will be create by using the application of Boolean logic and Boolean operator in SQL Injection. The rules will be tested on the vulnerable test website, Mutillidae to observe the effectiveness of the rules. Those effective’s rules will be combined by Logical Operator in order to get the combination rule that will be used to test websites. Then, the combination rule will be injected into the real world website which will be selected among Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) faculty websites. Recommendations on ways to avoid SQL Injection will be suggested.

1.8 Report Outline

This report begins with Chapter 1 which is the introduction, rational of the study, problem statement, objectives, significance and scope of study. Chapter 2 discusses some literature review on the basic concept of Database Management System (DBMS), Structured Query Language (SQL), SQL Injection and Boolean Algebra concentrated on the Boolean Operator and Boolean Logic. The research methodology, operational framework and research planning are discussed in Chapter 3, while analysis and discussions will be explained in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 will include the result and recommendations.
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